Access to Chemwatch is Now Easier!

UD EHS Homepage: Click CHEMWATCH / SDS

Chemwatch SDS Database

Use Chemwatch to review chemical Safety Data Sheets (SDS) and more!

- **Vendor SDS** = a specific SDS developed by the chemical manufacturer.
- **Gold SDS** = SDS containing the latest regulatory compliance classifications and hazard criteria.
- **Mini SDS** = an SDS quick guide, typically one page. It may also include a storage compatibility list.
- **Labels** = Print chemical labels in any format, including Avery templates.
- **Emergency list** = Quick guides for each of the listed topics.

OK, this is it. I can't avoid it anymore.
I've reached the point where I have to start writing or I'm not going to finish on time.

Mom, I wonder if there's a name for reaching that point.

I'll look it up on the internet.

Procrastination was again.

@UDeIEHS

Safe Science is Good Science!